We discuss the unexpected enhancement of the N * electroproduction on nuclei recently observed in the (γ * , pπ − ) measurement. A mechanism which is able to explain this result is proposed. To clarify the situation, we suggest to perform a new kind of experiment within well specified kinematic conditions. 
Interactions (FSI) between N * and the residual nucleus. They also stress that at W ≈ M(N * ) the data are above the results of the DWBA calculation, while at W ≈ M(∆) the trend is opposite. This indicates that FSI of N * and ∆ are largely different, owing to their different quantum numbers.
In this note we propose a mechanism which is in the spirit of the suggestions of Ref. [1] and can account for an increase of N * production in nuclei, critically depending on p m . We give numerical estimations of the effect and suggest some possible experimental developments.
Due to the nuclear Fermi motion, the kinematics of the γ * N hard collision is not fully determined, even when each component of the exchanged four momentum q µ is known. Let Φ(k) be the amplitude of finding a bound nucleon with a momentum k µ ; s = (q + k) 2 ≡ M 2 is the squared center of mass energy of the γ * N system, and the squared mass of the baryon state produced after the γ * absorption on the nucleon; Φ(k) induces an amplitude f (M) for the values of this mass. So, according to the quantum superposition principle, many mass eigenstates are simultaneously produced in a γ * N collision in nucleus. Mass eigenstates diagonalize the free hamiltonian, but do not diagonalize the hamiltonian which describes the propagation of a hadronic wave packet inside a nucleus. In fact the interaction with the nuclear environment can convert a nucleon into a resonance and viceversa, or different resonances into each other. So the set of states produced in the initial hard collision is furtherly remixed by FSI (this mechanism is similar to the regeneration phenomenon in the K o K o system). In the nuclear N * electroproduction, different Feynman graphs sum coherently as shown in Fig.   1 . In some kinematical regions the non-direct contribution can dominate the process. For example, if we measure (e, e ′ N * ) at the quasi-elastic peak of nucleon production, then the direct production of a 1535 MeV mass in the γ * N collision is a very rare event, confined to the tail at large | k| of Φ(k).
At the quasi-elastic peak, a much stronger possibility is given by a two-step process where a nucleon is produced in the initial hard scattering, and then converted by FSI into N * (1535). At other kinematics the easiest way to produce N * (1535) can be first to excite a higher mass state (e.g. S 11 (1650)) and then to convert it into N * (1535) via FSI.
From now onwards the suffix d represents the detected "particle" X in (e, e ′ X)). The missing momentum p m ≡ p d − q is a parameter of Φ(k), and consequently of f (s): for k equal to p m one has s = (q + k)
. Every value of k different from p m will lead to some event that will not be directly seen. While p m is measurable, k is not measurable because it enters a loop (see Fig. 1 ).
If the detected particle is N * (1535), the curves in The details of the formalism applied to the coupled channel problem can be found in Ref. [3] . Some approximations have been removed since then (Ref. [4] ). Numerical calculations have been carried out for (e, e ′ N * ) on 27 Al with shells up to l = 2 (harmonic oscillator wave functions). |B i | is calculated as in Ref. [4] :
where
is a Woods-Saxon distribution for the bound nucleon momentum k,
The function g i (Q 2 ) is the vertex form factor. Since only the ratio B i /B j is important here, all the g(Q 2 ) are assumed equal. This is correct in the Q 2 range where the quark counting rule can be applied [5] , and it is a good estimate at Q 2 ∼ some GeV 2 .
The amplitude B i is a function of p m ≡ p d − q. Using four-momentum conservation in the hard vertex, and energy conservation in the rescattering (which is correct in the optical model), one can express s (and so |B i |) as a function of q and p m :
The behaviour of the maxima of |B i | is shown in Fig. 3 . Since the relevant phase here is that of the product B i · f ij , we absorb the phase of B i into f ij .
All the nondiagonal FSI amplitudes f ij are chosen (in modulus) as 1/2 the diagonal ones (all equal among them). This can be estimated from the diffraction resonance production data [6] . The phases are unknown to us.
We have tested two opposite possibilities:
i) The relative phases of diagonal and nondiagonal terms are opposite (all equal inside each subgroup); this would lead to the largest nuclear transparency at Q 2 → ∞.
ii) All terms with the same phase (Fig. 4) ; this would lead to the smallest nuclear transparency at Q 2 → ∞.
The ratio R between our results and PWBA is shown in Fig. 3 corresponding to the choice i) for the phases of the superposition amplitudes. The calculation for the choice ii) gives the same results for large and negative p m , thus confirming that N * is mainly produced via nucleon convertion in FSI.
This contribution is locally strong and independent of the above phases. For we espect the interference with the nucleon to remain the most important.
In parallel kinematics, this appears at large and negative p m . Recalling eq.
(3) we notice that, at the leading order in p m /q, |B i | 2 only depends on p m via its component along q, and the sign is crucial. So this effect should be more pronounced in the kinematics close to parallel.
There is a qualitative agreement between our results and the observations in Ref. [1] : an enhancement of N * production occurs at increasing absolute values of missing momentum. We stress however that the experiment of Ref.
[1] did not distinguish between positive and negative missing momenta.
In this sense we suggest a measure of the asymmetry
where a threshold p o is needed in order to exclude the central region where the direct N * production is dominant. This asymmetry is to large extent model independent and is equal to zero in PWBA. It should be very sensitive to the suggested interference effects.
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